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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was to identify the most significant factors and issues concerning a successful
Pre-Commercial Procurement in the Slovak and Czech markets and to validate a conceptual model developed
to describe relations within all procurement phases with more detailed exploratory attributes. Number of price
changes within the negotiation phase (generally in electronic dynamic pricing environment) and volume of
procurement were identified as the most crucial determinants of savings, with a positive and negative effect on
the success of Pre-Commercial Procurement respectively. Selection of auction type affects the number of
participants and number of new participants in the auction, with less transparent auction types being more
attractive for suppliers than transparent types. Further, Pre-Commercial Procurement was compared to
traditional procurement of common products and services, identifying differences in number of participants and
total volume of auctions. A survey conducted identified the critical need to improve innovation driven sourcing
ecosystem to make the market more transparent for identification of suitable suppliers but also for the procurer
to be more visible on the market when procurement is taking the place. The developed conceptual framework
with tested relations can be a guide to proper Pre-Commercial Procurement procurement setting.

Keywords: Pre-commercial procurement, Procurement determinants, Electronic auctions, Public
procurement of innovation, Conceptual model
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1 Introduction
Innovation was acknowledged as a key driver of economic growth, therefore governments are promoting innovation
activities both in the public and the private sector. During the recent years the public sector was, through its public
agencies, considered as one of the important players able to foster innovation through the demand side. At the
European Union (EU) level an interest has emerged in the significance of the demand-side approaches to innovation
fostering. The public procurement of innovation (PPI) and procurement of Research and Development (R&D) PreCommercial Procurement (PCP) were identified as the demand driving engine for innovation [42]. The emphasis has
been on the link between procurement and perceived under-investment in R&D by business. The process of PCP or
PPI is still being unknown to many market participants, and so its utilization can be underdeveloped. Better
understanding of the PCP advantages, barriers and process can be crucial in its wider application.
In 2012 European Commission conducted a survey in 21 member countries on PCP process implementation status
to prepare supporting tools for its development. Results of this study identified wide range or problems with the PCP
projects realized in half of the member countries. Only 14 countries had some previous experience with PCP.
Therefore, wider awareness raising projects were proposed. Results from the survey also pointed out that these
countries are missing any conceptual framework. Only 11 countries have adopted a framework for PCP. All of the
existing frameworks are proposing the PCP process on the base of best cases strictly for the public sector as the
procurer. No framework was prepared to support also the pre-commercial procurement that could occur in the
private sector where more than 55 % of innovation are developed. First attempts to create a framework for PCP
process used both approaches, bottom up and top down.
This paper presents a conceptual model for procurement of innovation and pre-commercial procurement. Its
proposal is based on realized survey results and secondary data on electronic reverse auctions. Findings from the
surveys and literature review were transformed into a conceptual model proposal with all the relevant components
that can foster innovation adoption and support the success of procurement process. From this model all the
individual partial paper objectives were derived and later tested. In the following part a validation of the proposed
model based on statistical testing and structural equation modelling principles was carried out. Finally, the statistical
verification of all the relevant relations were considered and in case the testing revealed new relations, they were
incorporated in the model.
The proposed conceptual model with the tests supports the findings of the EC conducted survey [1] results and
provides a framework to understand what are the main success drivers of a PCP process and how it differs from a
regular procurement. The paper builds on and extends the research of authors [1], [11], [43], [44], [47] as the
objective of this paper can be an important contributor for wider PCP utilization.
The paper is structured as follows. The first part defines the used categories as innovation, pre-commercial
procurement and public procurement of innovation with corresponding process description. The second part
describes the used methodology both for conceptual model creation (survey and interview approach) and the
conceptual model relation testing, and the related data sources. The third part describes the validation of the
proposed model using statistical testing and the verification of the identified conceptual model relations and results
discussion.

2 Innovation and Procurement of Innovation
According to European Commission (EC), innovation is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly
improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in
business practices, workplace organization or external relations [22], [24]. The novelty of an innovation has to be
considered at various levels. The novelty can be perceived at the level of the adopting firm, new to the public
authority or not new to the public [2], [3], [22]. The innovation adoption has to provide at least some benefit at any of
the described levels to the innovation adopters [31]. A product that is new to the procuring organization and
significantly changes organizational practices is also considered as an innovation [4], [10], [14].
Public sector has many options how to influence innovation. It can play the direct buyer and innovation user role or it
can support the innovation adoption through private demand stimulation or through provided information about new
technologies and innovations.
Demand side policies, public procurement included, can be used through the whole life-cycle of innovation. Public
procurement as an innovation fostering tool can be used in two ways. First, for procuring innovative products, that
are new on the market or not sufficiently commercialized (Public procurement of innovation), or are not yet existing
on the market by supporting the procurement of their R&D (pre-commercial procurement). Second, through creating
process innovations of everyday public procurement practices that develop the management and work procedures in
use [1], [32], [44].
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Public procurement is constantly redefined by political, social and economic trends that influence its strategies and
decisions [6], [39].
To create a proactive environment for innovations, only the functional requirements of the procured product should
be predefined by the government while design and realization should not [9], [16], [34].
Public procurement can be a game changer of innovation activity in market support [6]. Therefore, the PPI should
optimally also be used to complement needs of the private sector and not to be solely oriented towards the public
sector needs, otherwise the synergy effect of the innovation could be lost [44]. Therefore, it is important to define
procurement practices and framework that could most probably lead to systemic effect on all supplier organizations
[44].
Public Procurement may have heterogeneous effect on companies´ innovation performance. Smaller companies can
achieve significant benefits under economic stress, as can firms active in distributive and technological services. For
companies with limited resources, public orders are reliable enough to secure inevitable planning reliability and
therefore, they can take part in innovation activities that would be otherwise too costly and risky [1].

2.1

Public Procurement of Innovation

Public Procurement of Innovation (PPI) is a policy instrument aimed at supporting innovation and enabling SMEs to
take part in public procurement [1]. A broader definition refers to public procurement of innovative products, services
and processes with the aim to improve offered public services or to optimize socio-economic challenges, that
optionally can contain also R&D phase in case it did not take place before [1].
In 2008, review studies showed that usually the PPI process does not include procurement of emerging innovative
technology in its early stages, but rather adaptations or improvements of already existing solutions, or improvements
of processes and non-technological innovations [19], [48]. Later in 2015, an extensive review of empirical research
related to PPI was performed, with the results showing that majority of studies consists of qualitative case studies
where the innovation was the result of public procurement. Reviewed cases can be divided into two categories, the
first one containing analysis of general policies supporting innovative environment and the second one containing
innovations resulting from the public procurement [7], [17].
The core of successful PPI is the so called „intelligent customer that is able to demand, source and identify potential
new solutions, moreover is able to specify and manage contracts [25]. PPI is acting as the first buyer of commercial
innovations coming to the market [28], [29], [41]. Although, innovation in public sector do not occur every year so the
public agencies do not participate in PPI on a regular basis, but only at the end on the current innovation life cycle
end [33].

2.2

PPI Principles and Process

Effective pubic procurement should use electronic means and be organized in an open and transparent manner.
Based on the previous studies [33], [45] several conditions required for successful public procurement were
identified:
1.

Expertise in PPI laws and procedures

2.

Strategic management of PPI

3.

4.

-

To be able to balance objectives of procurement and innovation;

-

To take into consideration future needs;

Market interaction
-

To be able to identify the innovation availability on the market;

-

To have sufficient technical knowledge being able to decide what to procure;

-

To have sufficient understanding of procurement practices from the customers;

-

To avoid routine allocation of resources;

-

To have sufficient knowledge of supplier’s competences and to be able to attract the demand side;

Risk management
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To be aware and be able to manage technical risks connected to lower than expected performance
of the procured products;

Coordination and communication
-

To be able to coordinate suppliers by coordinated procurement where more than one supplier is
involved;

-

To have political support;

-

To be supported by other institutional actors;

-

cross-organizational and cross-country coordination and communication to be able to create
demand bundles;

Capacity building

The typical PPI process consist of following steps [1], [8], [11]:
1.

Identify a challenge - Identification of a main challenge by procuring institution focused on a lack of
satisfaction of a human need or an unsolved societal problem. Definition of the need.

2.

Definition of functional specification of the proposed solution - Careful translation of the identified challenge
into functional specification avoiding technical over specification.

3.

Tendering process:

4.

2.3

-

Opening of the bidding process through a tender.

-

Translation of the functional specification into technical specifications by potential suppliers.

-

Submission of formal bids by potential suppliers.

-

Assessment of tenders and awarding of contracts.

Delivery process:
-

Product development.

-

Production of the product.

-

Final delivery to the procurer.

Pre-Commercial Procurement

The PCP concept was officially introduced by the European Commission in 2006. One of the main triggers of
developing a PCP concept was the idea to support development of innovations through public sector and
simultaneously to improve the quality and efficiency of public services [12]. PCP was designed to overcome a gap
between scientific knowledge and market through creating a public demand [33]. Currently the PCP process should
not be limited only to public procurers but should be applied regardless the procurer type.
According to [15], [30], three different PCP process variations can be defined:


Procurement is undertaken by the public subject for the needs of the same subject.



Procurement is undertaken by a public agent or partnership for another public user (e.g. the UK SBRI
model);



Procurement is undertaken by a public subject or agent for a set of private clients where there a clear public
benefit is present (assimilated to what is called a catalytic procurement).

However, we do not limit the variations of PCP to the three described above. Considering the PCP as a universally
applicable process to any procurement of R&D activities, the procurer is not limited only to public sector. Therefore,
we propose a fourth PCP variation, where the R&D sourcing subject or R&D procurer is a private subject. PCP
process in this case can be applied exactly in the same way as in case of procurer from public sector.
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The results or success of PCP is difficult to predict and therefore produces uncertainties and risks. PCP process is
applying three aspects to handles these uncertainties [43], [46]:


Risks and benefits are shared between suppliers and developers.



Competitive development in phases/iterations is securing the best solution that market is able to offer.



Separation of development of product and the final procurement of the developed product itself.

These aspects cause the private supplier to share the risk of the R&D phase and the public entity is not obliged to
purchase the developed product [1], [23], [36]. However, several authors considered PCP as a type of PPI that
consists only of R&D phase and not of procuring a certain product itself [12]. In this point of view, the process
differences should not be that significant.
It is possible that PCP would not generate a successful output in the form of a prototype or even usable R&D result
and therefore PCP might be complemented by PPI, however PCP cannot be considered just as a particular type of
PPI [13]. On the other hand, according to [13], [20] can be the PCP process segmented into three stages:


Solution identification and definition phase: identification and analysis of the procurer´s need, design
generation, evaluation of proposals and best offers selection.



Prototyping phase: development and adjustments of the suggested product or service prototype.



Testing phase: solution validation through field tests. During this phase a limited number of prototyped
products is produced and in field tested for commercialization of the solution.

Although the public demand is considered as a potential way of fostering innovation, majority of the innovation
commercialized are from the private sector [27], [35]. Therefore, PCP can’t be seen just as a policy tool for
innovation support but has to be considered as a framework applicable to any type of procurer therefore it has to be
defined in a more general approach with the focus on crucial aspects that hinder the success in this process. PCP as
the driver for innovation should be applicable to the whole market to strengthen the innovation uptake effect [5].
European Commission conducted a survey during 2010 with the objective to determine the implementation of PCP
status, to identify possible difficulties encountered by Member States and to identify further steps that could be taken
to facilitate wider implementation of PCP across Europe. Results showed that 14 out of 21 EU countries (Slovakia
and Czech Republic included) did perform a few PCP like projects but are missing any conceptual framework.
Altogether 11 countries developed a framework for PCP process and 3 countries declared a fully applicable and
utilized framework that is already applied in real PCP projects. The lead in PCP framework application belongs to the
Nordic countries. In these countries both approaches bottom up and top down are used.
Most of the countries started to build the PCP frameworks from scratch to design national innovation procurement
support schemes. Lowering the barriers for PCP application rather than creating a strict legal framework seems to be
preferred by most countries. The survey concluded that none of the surveyed countries had a national legal
framework that would prevent the roll-out of PCP projects. Regarding the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in PCP
process their ownership should be left to suppliers allowing them to exploit their developments across markets. The
IPR conditions in PCP process significantly vary among EU countries.

3 Methodology
The purpose of this research is to develop a conceptual model to describe basic relations between parameters
crucial for procurement process of innovation and its main determinants and differences between PCP and
traditional form of procurement. For this purpose, several approaches were combined to cover analysis on empirical
data, interviews gathering experiences and opinions and study of success stories. The limitation of similar
researches lies in insufficient number of PCP in the public sector, low awareness of trends and innovation potential
in Research Technology and Development (RTD) procurement in private sector and also the determination of which
real cases can be considered as PCP. Based on interviews with private and public procurement experts we are
accepting the approach, that PCP as the process is not new and industrial actors had to procure RTD activities
decades ago. Although we understand, that the potential impact and utilization of digital innovation in this field is still
not fully revealed. That’s why the methodology for this research is based on acceptance, that basic procurement
procedures as forms of contracts (iterative, stage…) and negotiation (1 to 1 negotiation, dynamic pricing, Request for
x (RFx)) exist but should be analyzed more deeply in the case, where innovative technologies for this process is
implemented.
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Instrument Development

To reflect the real life situation when considering a PCP process and to assure that all the relevant relations are
taken into consideration, a conceptual model based authors experiences and survey results was developed, and the
identified relations were statistically tested using empirical data.
In general, the methodology of the research is based on two main approaches:


Survey about PCP utilization current status, experiences and expectations with the objective to identify
crucial problems that have to be solved and



Empirical data analysis based on data from real procurement process to analyze relations and
dependences between basic parameters within electronic procurement process esp. from negotiation phase.

On this base, research objectives of this paper are focused on following research tasks:


To identify current behavior in PCP processes in Slovakia and Czech Republic, countries with high
innovation adoption level for procurement processes



To identify which phases of procurement process are significant for PCP success and which attributes,
related to this phases, are crucial for successful PCP and procurement of innovation



To identify differences between PCP and traditional procurement determinants

3.2

Data

To fulfil these objectives, a combination of two main data sources was used to prepare and assess the conceptual
model components relationship.
First data source was from a qualitative study carried out during the year 2018 on the sample of 19 experienced
procurers from Slovak and Czech public and private sector using structured telephone interview approach. Survey
overview is provided in Table 1. This survey was focused on identifying the process of PPI and PCP adopted in the
Slovak and Czech conditions, to gather information about the problems these companies had to solve in the process,
and to gather their expectation for PCP ecosystem improvement.
Table 1: Description of survey respondents
Number of public procurers:
Number of external procurers working for public and
private organizations:
Number of private procurers:

5
7
7

Source: Authors´ own research

The structure of the interviews can be summarized into these categories:


Identification of the need for which an innovative solution should be procured/developed.



Definition and design description of the potential solution or its procurement



Market analysis for existing solution identification or supplier identification



Market assessment and procurement of the innovation / R&D



Contract execution and monitoring phase



Implications on improvements of analyzed process

Second data source was a database obtained as an export from electronic reverse auction (eRA) system ProEbiz
provided by NAR Marketing, one of the biggest reverse auction SW provider in Central Europe. The data was
anonymized and used to study various variables and their mutual relationships and the relation to procurement
success. PCP related records and a representative sample of traditional procurement records were extracted and
anonymized from the complete sample. The export of the data was carried out with the intention to identify
procurement of innovations records and to compare various rules and behavior models between this type of
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procurement and regular procurement of goods and services. To identify the innovative procurement an approach of
key word search based on [24] was used. The data represent auctions carried out in a time window from 2009-2019
roughly counting more than 60 000 auctions.
The sample description of extracted data used for further research is described in Table 2.
Table 2: Description of the auctions database sample

Frequency
Mean
Std. Deviation
Values

Type of org
609
n/a
n/a
private
public

Frequency
Percent

379
62,2

230
37,8

Negotiation type
609
n/a
n/a
Sealed
English
bid
auction
73
532
12,0
87,4

Number of items in
tender
609
,88
50,93
separated bulk

Innovation type
609
n/a
n/a
PCP
Non
PCP
39
570
6,4
93,6

26
4.27

583
95,73

Source: Authors´ own research, based on data from NAR

We have distinguished two types of procurement types regarding the number of items in one tender to a bulk and
separated one. The nature of some PCP procedures and according to survey recommendations the separated type
is when each item was negotiated separately and bulk type where all items are negotiated in a bulk as it would be a
single item. To analyze the conceptual model relations several variables from the auctions database were used.
Table 3 captures the statistics from nominal variables used in the model.
Table 3: Description of the conceptual model variables

Frequency

Volume (€)
609

Savings
(%)
609

Nr. Of
Participants
609

Nr. Of New
Participants
609

Nr. Of
Nr. Of Items Changes
609
609

Mean

2815937,48

10,0

5,77

1,33

8,88

37,80

Std. Error of Mean

275729,06

0,7

,61

,07

2,06

3,78

Median

395626,00

4,6

4,00

1,00

1,00

11,00

Minimum

,13

-138,7

1

0

1

0

Maximum

64275000,00

103,0

324

15

1067

1372

Source: Authors´ own research, based on data from NAR

With the relatively low number of experts with PCP experience, results from the interviews were processed into a set
of formalized problems or experiences raised by the respondents, with the corresponding frequencies. The most
crucial statements perceived by the respondents were ranked on this basis.
As for the data analysis, we used the structural equation modelling (SEM) approach to identify conditional
dependences between attributes according to the conceptual model enhanced by descriptive statistics and data
mining techniques, esp. regression trees.

3.3

Conceptual Model Development

To describe and to analyze relations between different parameters as factors affecting the success of the
procurement process a conceptual model shown in Figure 1 had to be developed. Its components were derived from
both data sources as well as crucial factors of innovation procurement success and standard auction parameters
used mainly in experimental research studies.
This conceptual scheme contains two different types of attributes:


Attributes describing the procurement phase (Pricing, Negotiation, Sourcing, Commercialization) with
relations to



Attributes as core elements or exploratory attributes of particular phases determining its efficiency (e.g. for
negotiation phase, different type of negotiation is possible to adopt as sealed bid auction vs English auction,
number of items used for the negotiation etc.)
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Figure 1: Conceptual scheme of proposed PCP framework
Source: Authors´ own research

3.4

Description of the Conceptual Model Elements and Statistical Testing

Procurement success was decided as an output parameter which was determined by two attributes, savings (as
attribute presenting the success of negotiation) and cooperation (as crucial factor for the success of RTD realization,
adoption and satisfaction).
Requirements analysis and Pricing as the first phase related to needs, technical parameters and expected value or
impact identification. The decision about innovative solution required through its complexity determines volume of
procurement and negotiation type. Negotiation or auction type was decided as related to pricing because of two
reasons. The first is related to public procurement legal restriction for particular volume what is a common approach
in most of countries. The second is related to the existence of impact modelling, e.g. CBA analysis as in some cases
procurers judge the pricing only on market competition or offer.
Procurement type is a binomial value that differentiates between government and private procurer. In the conceptual
model a relation between the type of procurer and the value of savings is estimated to be positively correlated in
favor of private procurer. We use generally perceived opinions that public procurement used to be often inefficient
and manipulated.
Negotiation phase of procurement life cycle is determined by several options for contractual condition negotiation
and negotiation types applied for achieving a more competitive environment. This phase is considered as crucial in
general procurement life cycle and is responsible for contractual condition negotiation in acceptable or best offer on
the market and can be sensitive for successful PCP realization. Evaluation of this relation is tested simply by
frequency of positive responses ranked from our expert survey. As a core phase can be set up by esp. two basic
negotiation parameters: types of auction for the possibility of having more transparent and dynamic pricing
environment; and winner selection determination.
Sourcing as a crucial phase for identifying qualified and trusted suppliers or researchers and the identification
whether respective innovative solution already exists on the market.
Target price is the estimated value of the purchasing, or the initial bid where no estimated value was available.
Volume: the nominal value of the auction, in our case the Winning bid variable from the data set was used. We have
merged these two dependent attributes into one only for presenting the relation of volume as input but also output
and the expected price as an output parameter of the pricing phase. Target price and its accuracy is logically
determined by the pricing method. Inaccuracy of the pricing method can lead to inefficient negotiation especially with
low number of potential suppliers. Volume of auction: where generally, higher value is often claimed as motivation for
suppliers to attend auction event, although some economic experts argue that according to the marginal utility theory
the savings can be lower by increasing auction value [2], [47]. Target price can be also determined through the
number of items procured.
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Number of items: total number of items negotiated within a single auction negotiation. Although, the number of items
doesn’t automatically mean a higher total value, psychologically a higher number of items can be the motivation to
compete more in the auction and as such have an impact on savings and indirectly on target price and volume [47].
Auction type: the main negotiation model of the auction, a complex term including sealed bid auction and English
type of auction as a dynamic pricing approach. Type of auction can have an impact on auction prices and savings. In
this study, we compared sealed bid with dynamic online auctions and assume and indirect impact on saving.
Dynamic auction is considered as a more transparent tool, that can attract more participants and thus provide higher
savings.
Number of participants: total number of suppliers taking part in the auction. Number of participants is suggested as
significant positive factor of auction. Number of participants is derived from the sourcing phase. Higher number of
participants should increase the competition and number of price changes that could lead to higher savings.
Number of new participants: means the number of participants that are new to the procurer and have no historical
experiences or customer relations. Just as the number of participants, the number of new participants is directly
affected by the sourcing carried out before procurement. The number of new participants should help to identify the
differences between innovation procurement and regular procurement
Transparency of negotiation: total level of transparency of the given auction process derived from the individual
transparency settings. Transparency of negotiation is determined by dynamic auctions settings where different
parameters of negotiation can be revealed, e.g. names of competitors, ranking, best price, criteria etc. As mentioned,
transparency level can attract more participants and increase competition intensity resulting in auction prolongations
or in higher number of price changes during negotiations and thus to higher possible savings. Transparency is
derived from negotiation indirectly through the auction type, and can have a direct positively correlated impact on
savings.
Number of changes: means total number of offers - price changes during the negotiation phase. The number of price
changes is a signal of intensive competitive behavior often resulting in prolongations of e-auctions and finally in
better prices and higher savings. The number of changes is affected by the number of participants where a positive
relation is expected, and also by target price where similar relation should occur. The sourcing process and
negotiation process can affect the number of changes indirectly.
Winner selection method is the type and number of evaluation criteria in a negotiation. In this research, two main
types are considered: Price as the only criteria and a multi-criteria setting where other parameters like quality,
service conditions, certificates validation or time managerial issues can be set in addition to price. All these setting
are defined in the negotiation phase and directly affect the savings and contractual conditions. In the case of price
criteria, higher savings are expected.
Final savings: % savings achieved by the auction process calculated in relation the Comparative price or initial offer
where comparative price not available.
Cooperation is the crucial factor within the whole life cycle of innovation development and is determined by the
communication and co-creation for high satisfaction with innovation adoption.
The relation testing was carried out using the data set gathered from eProcurement SW provider. The sample was
divided into two subgroups of innovation procurements and traditional ones. Following, we have tested the
causalities between the attributes using a structural equation modelling approach with maximum likelihood
estimation. The significant differences in variables of one procurements group against the other procurements group
was tested. The direction and size of the change was derived from the mean differences.
To confirm a functional relationship also a decision tree approach was carried our using a chi-square tree with saving
as the output variable. The calculations were carried out using R programming language.

4 Research Results and Discussion
Study proposed by [20] mentioned earlier was focused on PCP awareness in Visegrad countries. Their conclusion
for Slovakia and Czech Republic revealed low awareness of PCP processes, and low knowledge on R&D
procurement. Also, as an implied conclusion for both countries, the aversion to such new strategies was identified.
Lack of existing PCP framework was defined as the main factor hindering PCP utilization. Results of the study
supported our decision to perform our own survey on the PPI, PCP an PI processes among Slovak and Czech
companies. This survey was carried out in the form of structured interviews with 19 experienced procurers from
various Slovak and Czech companies. Results of the survey confirm the ones presented by [20]. As the most
important conclusions from our survey were identified:
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Market was not informed about companies´ intention on innovation procurement. Therefore, only selected
suppliers were aware of the innovation demand, determining efficiency of each procurement type, esp. PCP
where we are assuming a lower number of potential suppliers due to innovativeness and technology
complexity. This problem was identified as most crucial and supports the significance of improvement of
solution processes in PCP through innovative market solution development.



The verification if the proposed innovation is currently available on the market was identified as limited and
difficult. This problem also reflects the innovation sourcing gaps on the market and innovation shift in this
field.



Problem of proper definition of needs or formulation of requirements and technical parameters.

This result from our survey shows that organizations requiring innovative solutions are not skilled in innovation
management and rely on external expertise which can increase the cost of the proposed solution. On the other hand,
there is the positive aspect of higher quality delivered by experts in respective field of innovation.


The importance of references and reputation of potential innovation suppliers for efficient and transparent
sourcing was identified as crucial in innovation procurement.



References and reputation based on historical evidence are the most applied qualification criteria for
suppliers.

Both previous points reflect the need for improved sourcing processes and increased transparency of innovation
development resources on the market. The selection of trusted and qualified suppliers determines the success of the
PCP process, the price and satisfaction with the final solution.


The price for the innovation was mostly set as fixed and not negotiable (esp. in the case of one potential
supplier). These results show the low awareness of possible negotiation possibilities and related skills as
well as low transparency of resources and capacities on the market.



Almost no monitoring of the post contractual phase is done. This problem determines later procurement
activities and sourcing decisions.



Problem of expected value identification.

The experiences with impact modelling and support are an interesting result and supporting services e.g. inside R&I
platforms integrated into sourcing processes should be provided on the market.
Processed results from our survey are presented in Table 4 and Figure 2 with corresponding frequency/significance
of the issue:
Table 4: Results from survey
Rank

ID

1

1
2

2

3
4

3

5
6

4

7
8
9
10

5

11

Issues raised from the survey
Market was not informed about companies´ intention on innovation
procurement. Low market transparency.
The verification if the proposed innovation is currently available on the
market was identified as limited and difficult.
Problem of proper definition needs or requirements formulation of its
technical parameters.
Communication between the procurer, end user and innovation supplier
is essential
The importance of references and reputation of potential innovation
suppliers for efficient and transparent sourcing was identified as crucial in
innovation procurement.
References and reputation based on historical evidence are the most
applied qualification criteria for suppliers
The price for the innovation was mostly set as fixed and not negotiable.
Almost no monitoring of the post contractual phase is done
Most of the respondents declared the proper benefits identification from
innovation as a problem.
More open minded approach to innovation procurement and support for
knowledge sharing and learning
Survey results implicate that most of the innovations procured were
incremental ones based on similarity to other existing solutions.

Significance
84,2%
84,2%
78,9%
78,9%

68,4%
68,4%
68,4%
52,6%
52,6%
52,6%
47,4%
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Table 4: continuation
6
12
Problem of expected value identification
The design of the innovation should be an iteration process between the
13
end user and responsible innovation proposer.
The process for innovation procurement does not vary much from
7
14
common procurement process among companies.
Dividing of the innovation procurement process into several stages can
8
15
reduce the risks of failure.
16
IPR problems - often the rights are only on the procurer side.
No evidence on best cases are recorded, and if yes they are not publicly
17
available.
9
18
Support from public organizations is welcome.
Low innovation awareness - how to take advantage from innovation
19
trends for organizational benefits

42,1%
42,1%
36,8%
31,6%
31,6%
31,6%
26,3%
26,3%

Source: Authors´ own research

Figure 2: Significance of critical issues
Source: Authors´ own research

Implications for conceptual model were derived through identification of the significance of each phase on final
procurement success in PCP. The significance was calculated using the following relation with results provided in
Table 5:

(1)

Rp - number of request for improvements for phase p
p - phase of procurement process
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n - number of respondents
m - number phases
S - significance
Table 5: Significance of innovation for PCP phases
Phase
Requirement analysis and pricing
Sourcing
Negotiation
Cooperation

Significance
0,24
0,38
0,23
0,14

Source: Authors´ own research

As mentioned, phases are determined by other exploratory determinants which have been tested further by empirical
data analysis (from data sets gathered from real electronic procurement solutions) using structural equation
modelling, regression trees and descriptive statistics.

4.1

Empirical Data Analysis

Based on the data set gathered from eProcurement SW provider we have analyzed the descriptive statistics of each
related attributed, its differences in two subgroups (innovation procurement and traditional procurement records) and
tested causalities between the attributes. For relation testing, structural equation modelling approach was selected
due to a wide usage for conditional relationships testing and visualization of estimated path with dependence
validation for each relation. As the estimation method, maximum likelihood estimation was applied.
To identify statistically significant relations among studied attributes, the SEM methodology estimated using
Maximum Likelihood estimation was applied, taking into account all possible relations. Due to the conceptual model
not anticipating any unobserved variables, these were not included in the model. The calculations were performed
using the R project for statistical computing.
The SEM was applied on the whole sample with both subgroups, as these would be examined more deeply later.
Table 6: SEM results
Attributes
Target price and Volume

Impact on
Savings

Number of price changes
Number of participants
Auction type

Savings
Number of price changes
Number of participants

Number of participants

Number of new participants

Auction type

Number of new participants

Procurement type

Target price and volume

Target price and volume

Number of items

Auction type

Transparency

The impact direction - causalities with p=0.000
Volume ↗  ↘ Savings
Volume ↘  ↗ Savings
Number of price changes ↗  ↗ Savings
Number of participants ↗  ↗ Number of price changes
Sealed bids  ↘ Number of participants
English auction  ↗ Number of participants
Number of participants ↗
 ↗
Number of new
participants
Sealed bids  ↗ Number of new participants
English auction  ↘ Number of participants
Public  ↘ Number of participants
Private  ↗ Number of participants
Number of items ↗  ↘
Volume
Deterministic relation =>
English auctions provide functional option for higher
transparency setting

Source: Authors´ own research

Table 6 provides an information about results for SEM application where only significant causalities with p=.000 are
presented with information about the causality direction.
Although in our assumptions the higher volume could be motivational for participants to provide higher savings, the
result from SEM show an opposite causality. It seems, the logic behind this result lies more on the economics of
scale so volume has negative relation to savings. On the other hand, the negative impact of volume on number of
items shows the fragmentation of tenders in smaller financial volumes in procurement.
The strongest attribute with the highest impact on savings was identified as the number of price changes, which is
logical esp. in dynamic pricing environments where competitive bidding decreases the price. This result is
determined by higher number of English auction type procurements present in the sample.
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Another logical causality was revealed between the number of participants and the number of price changes, which
again can be caused by the dynamic pricing environment and higher activity of auction participants. Interesting issue
is that SEM didn’t reveal any other determinants of number of price changes, despite the fact that it could be
expected that also new participants can push on participants to be more active or number of items, which should
affect the number of price changes in negotiation. To get a deeper insight, we have applied the regression tree
analysis with CHAID algorithm for number of changes as an output. Results from the decision tree are presented in
Figure 3 and reveal more conditional causalities with relatively high significance.
Output=number of price changes => Ave: 37.805
Number of items - Adj. P-value=0.000, F=31.339, df1=2, df2=606
number of items <= 1 [ Ave: 21,476, Effect: -16,329 ] (391)
Number of new participants - Adj. P-value=0.000, F=44.556, df1=1, df2=389
Number of new participants = 0 or Number of new participants = 1 or Number of new participants = 3 [
Ave: 16,054, Effect: -5,422 ] (316)
number of participants <= 4 [ Ave: 11,848, Effect: -4,205 ] (211)
number of participants > 4 [ Ave: 24,505, Effect: 8,451 ] (105)
procurement type = 0 [ Ave: 18,926, Effect: -5,578 ] => 18,926 (68)
procurement type = 1 [ Ave: 34,757, Effect: 10,252 ] (37)
volume <= 27 300 [ Ave: 12,053, Effect: -22,704 ] => 12,053 (19)
volume > 27 300 [ Ave: 58,722, Effect: 23,965 ] => 58,722 (18)
Number of new participants = 2,4 or higher [ Ave: 44,32, Effect: 22,844 ] (75)
number of items > 1 and number of items <= 11 [ Ave: 47,619, Effect: 9,815 ] => 47,619 (155)
number of items > 11 [ Ave: 115, Effect: 77,195 ] => 115,0 (63)
Figure 3: Decision tree based on CHAID algorithm
These results also show additional causalities with number of price changes as the main determinants of savings.
Number of items shows a clear positive relation to number of price changes with additional information about
procurement with one item where number of new participants seems to be very important to increasing the number
of price changes. This information can be important in relation to the fragmentation of the contract and as support for
the recommendations from survey, where dividing the procurement of innovation into smaller parts can have
additional benefits.
Number of new participants is, according to SEM results, determined by number of participants and auction type.
The most significant finding is, that more participants are in a sealed bid tender with lowest level of transparency
then in a traditional English auction with higher transparency. This result would be suitable for validation in other
countries and other cultures. It can be explained as ongoing fears from transparent environments or more
speculative opportunities in sealed bid auctions related to the perception of unfair practices in Slovakia esp. in the
public procurement environment.
The impact of auction type on transparency is deterministic, especially taking in to account the fact, that English
auctions are generally used with higher functional possibilities of negotiation and attribute visibility than Request for
Quotation (RFQ) models.
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Figure 4: Descriptive statistics comparing two subgroups - innovative vs standard procurement
Generally, the PCP process is defined as relatively specific in most success cases and policy documents. A
comparison of selected statistics is provided in Figure 4. We will test these differences within the conceptual model
for separate model elements and for causal relations between attributes. The objective is to identify which settings,
components of procurement phases are specific only for PCP process and vice versa. For the purpose of
identification if differences between PCP and non PCP tenders exist within the proposed conceptual model, the
Independent sample Mann Whitney U Test was performed with results presented in Table 7.
Table 7: Hypothesis test summary by mann whitney U test and test of equal or given proportions for binomial
variables
mean
innovative

mean
standard

p-value
MWU/EGP

Savings (S1)

0,036089

0,10647

*2,16E-05

Volume (F)

2109212

2722495

*0,062785

Transparency
(G)

0,538462

0,797814

*0,028408

Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type
Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type
Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type
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Table 7: continuation
Number of
price
7,641026
changes (H)
Procurement
0,179487
type (A)
Number of
4,564103
items (B)
Auction type
0,128205
(C2)
Winner
selection
0,128205
method (I)
Number of
new
1
participants E
Number of
3,487179
participants D
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Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type

40,56284

*2,81E-05

0,400729

*0,01011

8,795993

0,552299

0,098361

0,7462

0,096539

0,7166

Retain the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type

1,362477

0,172385

Retain the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type

5,938069

*0,00113 5

Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type

Reject the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type
Retain the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type
Retain the null hypothesis: the distribution of this variable
is the same across categories of Innovation type

Source: Authors´ own research results

According to these tests, PCP procurement differs in distributions of some variables in relation to categories of
Innovation type. In the following figures, the sample is first divided into two subgroups - innovative for PCP and
standard for traditional procurement (common product and services). Then individual causal relationships are tested
separately for both subgroups by dividing them according to their mean (using one variable) into below and above
average subsamples, followed by testing if the means and distribution of the tested variable (different from the one
used to divide the groups) differs for these subgroups. Means of the tested variable for both subgroups are then
used to determine the direction of the relation, if the difference of means is statistically significant.

Procurement
vs Volume

type

Number of items vs
Volume

Figure 5: Distribution test results
Source: Authors´ own research results

According to the Mann Whitney test, we see that the impact of procurement type on Volume is not statistically
significant in the case of innovation procurement. Standard procuring records show significant effect of
procurement type on volume. The same holds for the number of items vs volume. These results are presented in
Figure 5. In relation to these results we can discuss what is the acceptable level of statistical significance. Small
sample of innovation procurement is the main limitation of research, but in this case we can at least with lower
validity of p = 0.139 say that it seems, the innovation procurement differs from traditional one as a higher number of
items has a positive impact on volume, which is not present in traditional procurement.
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Auction type vs
Number of
participants

Auction type vs
Number of new
participants

Figure 6: Distribution test results
Source: Authors´ own research results

The effect of auction type on the two participant attributes (results in Figure 6) doesn’t show statistical significance,
which can be caused by small extreme values in above average groups.

Number of participants
vs
Number of new
participants

Number of participants
vs Number of price
changes

Figure 7: Distribution test results
Source: Authors´ own research results

The number of participants is an attribute with a relatively easy to understand background, as it can be assumed
that in the PCP case, the potential suppliers with requested qualification, research and innovation competencies in
respective fields of innovative solutions are not as common on the market as standard seller of common goods and
services. One interesting question is, if new participants, which are considered as positive factor for increasing
supply chain and procurement efficiency, are crucial also for PCP. According to distribution comparison and Mann
Whitney U test presented in Figure 7, a difference exists in the impact of the number of participants on the number
of new participants and on the number of price changes. Statistically significant and positive relation is presented
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only on the non PCP sample. The PCP sample show high p-values not revealing this impact. This result supports
the thesis, that research and innovation suppliers are not so common not only through p-value of the test itself, but
also through the differences in range of this attribute in the two groups. Number of price changes is a crucial factor
for achieving significant savings in a competitive environment, which can be very helpful in the case of low skilled
innovator (innovation procurer) who is not able to estimate the expected value and the cost acceptable to pay for
the delivery. In this case, a high number of price changes represents competition which should help achieve real
market prices. On the other hand, real market price doesn’t have to necessarily be acceptable in the case of lower
expected benefit from innovation adoption. In the PCP group we see a significantly smaller range of number of
price changes (see Figure 7) that can indicate low efficiency of sourcing processes.

Volume vs Number of
items

Volume vs Savings

Figure 8: Distribution test results
Source: Authors´ own research results

The effect of volume on the number of items seems disputable. Some researchers and statistical philosophers
argue that there cannot be a standard or conventional level of p-value. As value 0.1 is often acceptable in many
sociological researches, 0.11 could be acceptable. In this case, we can assume that the difference in these
relations between the two groups exists and shows positive impact of volume on number of items in the case of
PCP, as seen in Figure 8. The distribution shows significant differences in PCP group between below and above
average what can be the evidence supporting some recommendations, that PCP, esp. in higher volume, should be
divided into smaller parts to reduce risks and within this research also increase savings.
Regarding volume, we have found that for the whole sample volume has negative impact on savings but
differences in volume exist between the two groups, as seen in Figure 8. In this case we see that differences in
relations were not confirmed. It seems, that the reason for this could be the small number of extreme values in
volumes in the PCP records.

Number
of price
changes
vs
Savings

Figure 9: Distribution test results
Source: Authors´ own research results
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Number of price changes was identified as the most crucial factor in SEM analysis on the whole sample. In this test,
we see in Figure 9, that both samples show a positive impact on savings.

Figure 10: Validated conceptual model
Source: Authors´ own research results from testing and SEM model

4.2

Discussion

Development of a complex conceptual model with the corresponding relation testing for procurements where
innovation is procured is according to our literature review rare and we were not able to find a relevant study that
would deal with PCP or PPI in a similar way as in this paper. Especially not papers comparing the PCP to traditional
procurement type based on empirical data. However, there are several studies that are focused on the impact of
partial factors on the traditional procurement efficiency mostly through the various factors impact on savings [1], [2],
[18], [21], [25], [30], [38], [39], [40].
During the relation testing on empirical data several assumed relations were confirmed by statistical tests. An
assumed positive effect of volume on savings that was described by [37], [39] was confirmed only for the traditional
procurement type and not in the case of PCP where higher volumes have had a negative effect on savings.
Assumed positive effect of number of items on the achieved savings as discovered by [1], [18], [25], was not
confirmed in PCP nor the traditional procurements.
On the other hand, the number of participants had in both cases a positive effect on the savings through increased
number of price changes. This relation was confirmed by several studies [21], [25], [30]. The effect of a new
participant during the procurement was also tested. According to [38] a positive effect on saving could be expected,
but in case of our data this relation could not be supported.
As stated in [38] transparency can foster savings in an electronic procurement when auction is used. A positive
effect of rank order visibility or visibility of non-price factors [36], [40] could not be confirmed during this study as the
transparency setting were not significant neither in PCP nor the traditional procurements.
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The developed conceptual model (presented in Figure 10) clarifies the relations inside a PCP process and identifies
the most significant differences compared to a traditional procurement. The model can be used as a guide to
understand the complexity of such a process. From the practical point of view, a PCP or PPI issuer can identify the
bottle necks of the savings generation and adjust the PCP process according to that. On the other hand, the results
can be used to justify differences of PCP procurements compared to traditional ones.
This research has its own limitation because of the small number of PCP conducted in the Slovak and Czech
Republic and problems of clearly identifying PCP in the private sector, therefore a more detailed data export and
further analysis is suitable.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the most significant factors and issues relating to the success of PCP in the Slovak
and Czech markets and validated a proposed conceptual model developed to describe relations within all
procurement phases with more detailed exploratory attributes.
PCP has been discussed in the last few years especially due to policy support from the side of the European
Commission. Several authors claim different opinions on how PCP should be defined and which determinants are
crucial. Although several case studies of success stories present generic contractual alternatives, it is worth to have
a look at the whole innovation procurement life cycle. During the analysis several results from previous studies could
be confirmed also in the PCP procurement process. Therefore, the impact of variables like volume, number of items,
number of participants, auction type or transparency settings was analyzed.
The number of price changes within the negotiation phase (generally in electronic dynamic pricing environment) was
identified as the most crucial determinant of savings, with a higher number of price changes leading to increased
savings and therefore a more successful PCP. The overall volume of procurement (total value of items procured)
presented a negative impact on savings. An interesting result was, that selection of an auction type determines the
number of participants and number of new participants in an unexpected way, with less transparent auction type
being more attractive for suppliers than a transparent one.
As the PCP was identified as a specific process, we have analyzed differences in causal relations within the
conceptual model between two groups of records, divided according to the innovation level of procurement - PCP
and traditional procurement of common product and services. Results show that PCP is generally characterized by a
lower number of participation and lower volumes compared to standard procurement. A recommendation that can be
drawn here would be that procurement experts should divide research and development contracts in to smaller parts
to reduce the risks but also to benefit from higher savings from smaller volume auctions, an effect that has been
validated on the whole sample, not just in the case of PCP. As a lower number of participants is characteristic for
PCP, it is crucial to improve innovation driven sourcing ecosystem to make the market more transparent for
identification of suitable suppliers, but also to be visible on the market as a procurer when procurement is taking
place. This was identified in a survey conducted with experts as the most crucial phase with a critical need to be
innovated and improved. As the situation in Slovak and Czech organizations shows, they are not able to identify and
calculate expected benefits and related pricing, as well as are not being able to clearly define technical parameters
for the requested solutions. As such, improvements in transparency of market capacities would have a synergic
impact on hiring trusted external experts for this task.
The model can be used as a guide to understand the complexity of such a process. From the practical point of view,
a PCP or PPI issuer can identify the bottle necks of the savings generation and adjust the PCP process according to
that.
This research has its own limitation because of the small number of PCP conducted in the Slovak and Czech
Republic and problems of clearly identifying PCP in the private sector. Only 39 cases in the whole sample were
identified to possess signs of PCP, a relatively small sample for the analysis, containing extreme values which can
have harming effects on some results. That’s why further research on this topic would be suitable and validation of
the causal relations presented in our conceptual model should be realized.
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